
Secure Messaging Defined: An approach to ensure  

messages can traverse the network in a manner that 

provides authentication, authorization, message confi-

dentiality, and message integrity. 

Current State: The VA is deploying new 
applications that consume services cutting across the 
traditional lines of business (LOB). A set of standards 
need to be developed between the LOBs to prevent 
interoperability issues. Current guidance for secure 
messaging within VA is limited and will lead to data 
sharing risks if not updated. 

Design Pattern Solution: To implement the stand-

ards and protocols required for message-level security. 

This document expounds on the message-level security standards needed to integrate the 
enterprise IT infrastructure and Enterprise Shared Services (ESS).

It outlines the capabilities and standards achievable through the use of enterprise middleware solutions 
such as Enterprise Messaging Infrastructure (eMI) and XML/API Gateways. This guidance applies to 
SOAP message exchanges with systems internal and external to VA. 

Current VA guidance for secure messaging requires the use of Point to Point Encryption 
(P2PE) methods including TLS/SSL.

VA applications that integrate with enterprise resources must adhere to the following 
constraints:

 Use of message-level security for service-to-service communication.

 Adherence to WS-Security and associated specifications (e.g. WS-SecureConversation, WS-Trust,
WS-Policy) for SOAP-based messages.

 Use of XML security standards including XML signatures and XML encryption. Integration with
VA enterprise middleware and IAM, while also leveraging the use of API gateways.

 Adherence to NIST SP 800-95 guidelines.

In order to avoid security risks, the document describes the com-

mon set of standards used to protect web service messages, and 

refers to implementation guidance associated with the eMI.   

Reusable templates that 

guide the enterprise to imple-

ment a set of technologies in 

standard ways  

Design Patterns translate 

OI&T’s strategic goals,  as 

documented in the Enter-

prise Technology Strategic 

Plan (ETSP),  into “real 

world” direction to guide 

system design 

How can I  learn more?  

To learn more about this 

Design Pattern, contact Joe 

Brooks 

(Joseph.Brooks2@va.gov) 

To read the full document, 

click here: 

 http://www.techstrategies.oit 

.va.gov/docs_design_patterns 

_aaa.asp 

To ask questions about De-

sign Patterns in general, 

reach out to AskTS@va.gov 







There are significant limitations to managing P2PE security for systems that require multiple system 
hops. VA’s existing common web services security framework does not account for multi hop 
messaging. The move towards a SOA based enterprise infrastructure requires enhancements to VA’s 
message-level security policies. VA must develop guidance on establishing proof of origin of 
messages, and building a SOA web services trust framework.

http://vaww.blog.va.gov/techstrattoday
http://www.techstrategies.oit.va.gov/
https://www.yammer.com/va.gov/#/threads/inGroup?type=in_group&feedId=4565863



